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Maya Cosmogenesis 2012 The True Meaning Of
The Maya Calendar End Date
Explores the central role played by the galaxy in both
ancient and modern times in the transformation of the human
spirit. • Extends Jenkins' groundbreaking research in Maya
Cosmogenesis 2012. • Reveals how the coming Galactic
Alignment of era-2012 promises a renewal of human
consciousness. • Uncovers the galactic vision of Mayan,
Egyptian, Greek, and Vedic cosmologies. The Galactic
Alignment is a rare astronomical event that brings the
solstice sun into alignment with the center of the Milky Way
galaxy every 12,960 years. Building on the discoveries of
his book Maya Cosmogenesis 2012, Jenkins demonstrates that
the end-date of 2012 does not signal the end of time but
rather the beginning of a new stage in the development of
human consciousness. He recovers a striking common thread
that connects the ancient cosmological insights of the Maya
not only to Egyptian thought and Vedic philosophy but also
to the diversity of humankind's metaphysical traditions
ranging from Celtic sacred topography and Medieval alchemy
to the Kabbalah and Islamic astrology. His work presents us
with a groundbreaking synthesis of lost wisdom once common
to ancient cosmologies that will help us understand the
significance of this transformative cosmic milestone.
A guide to the science of prophecy, why so many predictions
never come to pass, and the Golden Age ahead • Presents a
mathematical means of divining the future, revealed in the
Oahspe Bible, using the Egyptian Tables of Destiny, a
12,000-year-old system so exact it can foretell every day of
the year • Reveals that we are not headed for Rapture and
the Apocalypse but for “the Quickening,” the embryonic stage
of a Utopian Age • Examines the cycles of history and
explains why many prophecies have not come true Reviewing
the cycles of history from biblical times to the present and
prophecies of the future from Nostradamus to Edgar Cayce and
Jeane Dixon, Susan B. Martinez reveals that our current
“time of troubles” is not the beginning of Rapture, the
Apocalypse, or Armageddon, but of the embryonic stage of a
Utopian Age--the “Quickening” of the human race. Reviving
the lost science of prophecy, Martinez explains why so many
“great prophecies” have failed and presents the 12,000-yearold Egyptian system of prediction so exact it can foretell
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every day of the year, a method based not on the planets,
astrology, or intuition but on Earth’s magnetic rhythms.
Using Earth science, historical research, religious texts,
spiritualism, and patterns within the cycles of war and
political milestones, she demonstrates that the past is the
hidden key to the future and uncovers the prophetic numbers
of Earth’s cycles--11, 33, 99, and 363--as set forth in the
Egyptian Tables of Destiny, ancient texts brought to light
by the 19th-century Oahspe Bible. Explaining how readers can
use the Tables of Destiny to make their own predictions of
the future, she presents her own forecasts of the risks and
costs of technological progress, the destiny of America, the
up-and-coming global religion, the truth behind climate
change and the cause of earthquakes, and the true life
expectancy of planet Earth as well as offering a preview of
the Paradigm Shift and Golden Age ahead, a time of global
unity and awakening of the soul of the world.
Draws on the latest scientific research and theories, as
well as writings of a variety of ancient civilizations, to
explore the belief that the year 2012 has been pinpointed as
a cataclysmic year in human history, offering an
authoritative study that assesses how close the planet and
humankind are to extinction. Reprint. 40,000 first printing.
The attack on the World Trade Center in 2001, followed by
similarly dreadful acts of terror, prompted a new interest
in the field of the apocalyptic. There is a steady output of
literature on the subject (also referred to as “the End
Times.) This book analyzes this continuously published
literature and opens up a new perspective on these views of
the apocalypse. The thirteen essays in this volume focus on
the dimensions, consequences and transformations of
Apocalypticism. The authors explore the everyday relevance
of the apocalyptic in contemporary society, culture, and
politics, side by side with the various histories of
apocalyptic ideas and movements. In particular, they seek to
better understand the ways in which perceptions of the
apocalypse diverge in the American, European, and Arab
worlds. Leading experts in the field re-evaluate some of the
traditional views on the apocalypse in light of recent
political and cultural events, and, go beyond empirical
facts to reconsider the potential of the apocalyptic. This
last point is the focal point of the book.
Decoding 2012
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Illuminating the Narrow Gate
Awaken Your Personal Power and Expand Your Consciousness
Prehistoric Technologies, Extraterrestrial Intervention, and
the Suppressed Origins of Civilization
A Gift of Transformation
The Kivas of Heaven
Maya Cosmogenesis 2012
The Law of Time in Human Affairs
A fusion of ecological restoration and sustainable development, restorative
redevelopment represents an emerging paradigm for remediating
landscapes. Rather than merely fixing the broken bits and pieces of nature,
restorative development advocates the reuse of devastated landscapes to
improve the value and livability of a location for humans at the same time
as effectively reinstating natural processes and functions. Restorative
Redevelopment of Devastated Ecocultural Landscapes explores the use of
this approach to address the long-term, sustainable reparation of the fabled
marshlands of southern Iraq destroyed by Saddam Hussein, as well as
numerous examples of other ecologically sensitive regions. Case studies
presented include: Southern marshlands Iraq Hula swamp, Israel Azraq
Oasis, Jordan Las Vegas Wash, USA Xochimilco, Mexico Pantanal, Brazil
Clark County Wetlands Park, USA Tonle Sap, Cambodia Lake Titicaca, Peru
Nature Reserves, Jordan The book reviews successfully-implemented and
celebrated case studies from more than 15 countries around the world
which, either in whole or in part, can offer valuable insight into the
restorative development of the Iraqi marshlands as well as other devastated
ecocultural landscapes. It presents practical approaches for sustaining the
process of restoration efforts, both during and after the reparation work
has been accomplished. The editor suggests solutions targeted for Iraq but
that also have resonance in other regions devastated by conflict and natural
disasters. He takes a synoptic or cross-system approach to problem solving
when repairing large-scale landscapes that have been devastated by
conflict or natural disasters such as tsunami-damaged Indonesia and
earthquake-ravaged Haiti.
Can dreams be portals to different realities? Could they link the world of
ancient Mayas to current times? Two women-a Maya priestess and modern
spiritual seeker-are drawn together across centuries by Jana's recurrent
dream. Risking everything she holds dear and putting her marriage in
jeopardy, Jana is compelled to journey to jungle-shrouded Maya ruins
where she encounters mysterious forces linking her to Maya priestess
Yalucha, who was mandated centuries before to hide her people's mystical
knowledge from the Conquistadors, to be revealed at a critical time. Jana's
reluctant husband Robert is swept along into unsettling experiences with
his own Maya roots. What secret bond weaves their lives together with the
ancient Maya through events during the height of Tikal, Uxmal and Chichen
Itza? In the countdown to the Maya calendar ending in 2012, Jana is called
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to re-enact a ritual at Chichen Itza to revive hidden knowledge. Could her
choice to fulfill this ancient Maya prophecy make a difference for the
world? Jana must rediscover her own Maya powers to contend with dark
shamanic forces bent on preventing her mission-and activates forces that
can heal or destroy her deepest love.
“ . . . an important and outstanding contribution.” —Erich von Däniken,
bestselling author of Chariots of the Gods “The Ancient Alien Question
provides a captivating adventure around the world and sheds an interesting
perspective on the Ancient Astronaut Theory.” —Giorgio A. Tsoukalos,
producer of Ancient Aliens: The Series “Philip Coppens covers all the bases
on this controversial topic. His research is thorough and he addresses each
topic with a balanced overview that cuts through the jungle of confusion
with a very sharp machete of reason.” —David Hatcher Childress, author of
Technology of the Gods The Ancient Alien Question reveals an array of
astonishing truths, including: A radically different understanding of the
pyramids and how they were constructed The extraordinary stories behind
monuments such as the Nazca lines and Puma Punku How extraterrestrials
came to our planet and the evidence that supports this Analyzing the
historical and archaeological evidence, Philip Coppens demonstrates that
there is substantial proof that our ancestors were far more technologically
advanced than currently accepted, and that certain cultures interacted with
nonhuman intelligences. Our ancestors were clearly not alone. Fifty years
after Erich von Däniken posed these questions in Chariots of the Gods,
Coppens provides clear, concise answers to the great historical enigmas in
an accessible, readable format. Your view of human history will never be
the same again!
Decodes the message held by this enigmatic monument, revealing the
alchemical secret of time and the fate of humanity.
A New Understanding of Maya Glyphs
The Apocalyptic Complex
Raising the Earth to the Next Vibration
Making Sense of Unexplained Mysteries, Global Cover-Ups & Visions for a
New Era
The Return of the Great Mother
Time and the Technosphere
The Ancient Alien Question, 10th Anniversary Edition
Doom, Destiny, or Just Another Day?
In this provocative book, The Cydonia Codex authors George J. Haas and William
R. Saunders use archaeological research discoveries and photographs from NASA
and other space programs to document the uncanny similarities between Martian
and now-extinct Earth cultures. The Martian Codex begins with a review of the
thirty-year history of documenting the famous “Face on Mars” landform from
NASA’s first photographs in 1976 to the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter’s HiRISE
shots in 2007. Detailed analysis shows it as a split-faced structure that precisely
resembles a set of masks from a temple in Cerros, Mexico. Part two provides
additional examples of two-faced and composite structures all over the red
planet. Haas and Saunders explore a series of recurring motifs by providing sidePage 4/18
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by-side views of the Martian geoglyphs with their terrestrial pre-Columbian
counterparts. The results substantiate a commonality between two worlds in that
both depict specific gods and characters from the creation mythology of the
Mayan people, as recorded in the sacred Popol Vuh. This fact-based book
represents the most persuasive argument yet that extraterrestrials may indeed
have appeared on Earth during an earlier era.
In 2012, the Bible, and the End of the World, bestselling prophecy expert Mark
Hitchcock explores a fascinating last-days controversy that is gaining the
attention of millions all over the globe. What should Christians make of the
rapidly spreading speculations that the world will end on December 21, 2012? The
ancient Mayans were expert astronomers and their advanced calendar cycles
predict 12/21/2012 as a catastrophic day of apocalypse. This prophecy has
spawned a growing number of fringe-element books, Web sites, and even a major
movie—complete with all-star cast—scheduled to release in July 2009. Missing in
the furor is a biblical perspective. Bible teacher Mark Hitchcock—whose books
have sold more than 300,000 copies—examines the following questions: Why
December 21, 2012? Can we trust the Mayan alarm clock? Does the Bible say
anything about 2012? What signs will tell us that Armageddon is near? This book
provides a fascinating survey of both the historical past and the prophetic future.
Readers will discover how to effectively counter baseless speculation with biblical
fact.
On December 21, 2012, the Mesoamerican Long Count calendar, a 5,125-year
cycle calendar system pioneered by the Maya, will come to an end. At the same
time, the earth, the sun, and the center of the galaxy will come together in an
extremely rare cosmic alignment. More and more people believe that the world as
we know it will experience a transformation in 2012, but few are aware of the
complete history or significance of the date. John Major Jenkins, among the most
authoritative voices of the 2012 movement, has written a definitive explanation
of one of the most thought-provoking phenomena of our time. Drawing from his
own groundbreaking research (including his involvement in the modern
reconstruction of Mayan 2012 cosmology) and more than two decades of
extensive study of Mayan culture, Jenkins has created the crucial guide to
understanding the story of 2012—an essential overview of the history, theory,
cultures, and personalities that have brought this extraordinary idea into modern
awareness. Jenkins provides illuminating answers to some of the most-asked
questions about 2012, including: - How did the early Maya devise the calendar
that gives us the cycle ending in 2012, and how does it work? - How did the
calendar come to be rediscovered and reconstructed in our era? - What
controversies and intrigues surround the topic, and what do scholars and
researchers have to say about them? - How can we cut through all the noise about
2012 and gain true wisdom from the Mayan teachings about this moment?
The first translation of a previously unknown Aztec codex and its initiatory
teachings for 2012 • Discloses the potential for great spiritual awakening offered
at the end of the Aztec calendar cycle • Presents the only existing Englishlanguage transcription of the Aztec codex, with line-by-line commentary •
Contains the epic poetry and metaphysical insights of Beat poet Marty Matz
(1934–2001 In 1961 an unknown Aztec codex was revealed to Beat poet and
explorer Marty Matz by a Mazatec shaman in the mountains of Oaxaca, Mexico.
Originally intended for dramatic performance, this codex presents a profound
metaphysical teaching describing how the end of time will bring about a visionary
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ascent. At the behest of his Mazatec teacher, Matz transcribed this pictorial codex
into a literary form that would preserve its initiatory teachings and reveal its
secret meanings to a wider audience.Pyramid of Fire is an epic poem that
provides a vehicle to transport the initiate into the higher realms of
consciousness. It represents a barely surviving thread of teachings that have
been passed down in secret since the time of the Spanish Conquest. Revealed are
the techniques by which man is transported to the stellar realm after death via
the solar energy within what the ancients called the “serpent of consciousness.”
Line-by-line commentary by Matz and John Major Jenkins provides insights into
the perennial philosophy contained in the codex and its relevance to our times.
Symptoms: The Language of the Soul
Unlocking the Secrets of the Ancient Maya
Restorative Redevelopment of Devastated Ecocultural Landscapes
The True Meaning of the Maya Calendar End-Date
A Scientific Investigation Into Civilization's End
2012
Tranceformers: Shamans of the 21st Century - Second Edition Revised and
Updated for 2012

Do you desire the truth about God, our foremost religions, the purpose of life and the
future of our planet? If so, Illuminating the Narrow Gate will guide and empower you to
fulfill your destiny of transcending the darkness and embracing an enlightened
spirituality. Blessed with astonishing insights and revelations, this revolutionary book
heralds a global awakening and the inevitable doom of institutional religion. Volume II
contains 15 appendixes that substantiate and enhance the revelations of Volume I.
Appendixes A (“Reincarnation”) and B (“Spirit Possession”) present scientific and
clinical evidence that demonstrates the reality of those phenomena. The next three
appendixes are primarily dedicated to dating the Book of Daniel. Leveraging the
breakthrough of Illuminating the Narrow Gate’s paradigm shift, Appendix D
(“Redirecting the Debate About Daniel”) decimates the prevailing scholarly conclusion
that Daniel’s prophecies were a hoax written in the 2nd century BCE. Instead, this book
within a book proves they were penned as advertised in the 6th century BCE while
debunking the fundamentalist view that the biblical book is inerrant. The next six
appendixes primarily present ancient history that demonstrates the fulfillment of
prophetic passages from Daniel. Four of them—Appendix F (“The Beast With Ten
Horns”), Appendix G (“Constantine the Great”), Appendix J (“The King of the End
Times”) and Appendix K (“Understanding the 69 ‘Sevens’”)—deliver the spine-tingling
details of how the future was foretold with stunning accuracy and precision for five
centuries after the date when all scholars agree Daniel was on the historical record
(160s BCE). Appendix L (“The Catholic Church in the 20th Century”) shows that
although the Church no longer champions crusades, sequesters Jews in ghettos, or
tortures and kills those who believe differently, its underlying darkness has continued
unabated. The majority of this other book within a book details how the Vatican helped
Benito Mussolini and Adolf Hitler gain dictatorial power and then made strategic
alliances with them, ignored their pre-war crimes and assaults upon the Jews,
sanctioned their predatory aggression upon other nations, and turned a blind eye to the
Holocaust. After illuminating the essence of the papal choices before and during World
War II, the appendix exposes the criminal nature of the Vatican’s subsequent financial
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affairs. It shows how the sudden death of Pope John Paul I in 1978 was most likely a
blackmail-enabled murder by the Vatican Bank’s underworld partners. After two short
appendixes explain passages from Revelation, the book concludes with Appendix O
(“The Impact on Islam”). It shows how the book’s insights are also inscribing the writing
on the wall for Islam. * You don’t need to purchase Volume II if you only want the
book’s core insights and revelations. A PDF document of the end matter published in
Volume II (Endnotes, Bibliography, Index, et al.) can be downloaded for free from the
book’s website to make Volume I a self-standing book.
Mayan daykeeper Hunbatz Men reveals the multi-calendar system of the Maya that
guided the lives of his ancestors and how it can guide us today • The first book to
reveal the secrets of the Mayan Pleiades calendar: the Tzek’eb • Explains how the
Maya used their astronomical knowledge to guide their lives on Earth The Mayan
Calendar has taken on special prominence with the imminent arrival of 2012, a date
that many claim is the end of that calendar. However, as Mayan elder and daykeeper
Hunbatz Men shows, the cosmological understanding of his ancestors was so
sophisticated that they had not one, but many calendars, each based on the cycles of
different systems in the cosmos. In this book he reveals for the first time the Tzek’eb, or
Pleiades, Calendar of 26,000 years, which charts the revolution of our solar system
around Alcyone, the central star of the Pleiades system. He also discusses the
K’uuk’ulcan Calendar of the 4 seasons of the solar year and the wheel of the K’altunes
Calendar, which is composed of 13 cycles of 20 years each that form a calendar of 260
years. In traditional Mayan culture the computation of time was not determined by
simple economic or social motives. The calendars served the higher purpose of
synchronizing the lives of human beings and their societies to the great cosmic
pulsation, to the rhythm of the annual seasons, and to the other cycles that dictate
changes upon Earth. Mayan understanding of the cosmic cycles was so exact that this
knowledge could be used to influence all stages of life--from planning when to conceive
(parents could choose not only the sex of their child but its vocation and future destiny)
to plotting out the course of the entire society. Pyramids played a crucial role in
applying this wisdom because, as Hunbatz Men shows, they were able to produce and
transform energy in accordance with the cosmic cycles charted by the calendars. This
book reveals for the first time the wisdom of the multi-calendar Mayan system and how
it can help guide our modern world.
Tranceformers: Shamans of the 21st Century is the true story of this author's contact
with a "dead" optics physicist colleague and the telepathic communication that sent him
searching for scientific answrs to his spiritual questions. Harper draws from this deep
well of wisdom: astrology, biology, near-death experiences, paranormal psycholgy,
quantum physics as well as Egyptian and Mayan cosmology overall. He does an
excellent job of synthesizing massive amounts of information, making this shift of the
ages comprehensible to the general reader. Clearly this is a necessary primer to
understand the coming apocalypse of biblical proportions in consciousness, climate,
culture, and civilization. However, the theme of this book is that by learning to use
trance- the techniques employed by mystics, prophets, and shamans- one can unlock
the mysteries of existence for themselves. Indeed this is the big idea behind the Eternal
Return of the Sun of God in 2012: Self-Empowerment.
Publisher’s Note: A new edition has replaced this book under the title Subtle Energy
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Work, ISBN 9781637480083. A unique guide to principles, practices, and exercises that
help you access your energy awareness and live a more empowered life. Learning to
consciously interact in the domain of subtle energy is the next step in personal and
planetary transformation. The Path of Energy is a unique handbook of principles,
practices and exercises to help you access your energy awareness and live a more
empowered life. In the book are 13 meditations that activate patterns of light within your
energy body to awaken specific abilities and levels of awareness. Each meditation
includes benefits and purpose, step-by-step written directions augmented with line
drawings, and an interpretive illustration of the completed energy pattern. Subtle energy
is more than life force; it is the substance of reality and the vehicle of consciousness.
Your body is wired to navigate this domain. You are equipped with everything needed
to engage the world of energy and creatively change your life. You simply need to
remember how. The Path of Energy is a guide to living with expanded consciousness.
Included are techniques that build energy awareness and use this skill to deepen your
spiritual path, intimacy in relationships, align with earth energy, clear space, create
protection, manifest goals, facilitate healing, and more.
More Reflections from Mars
Decoding the Countercultural Apocalypse
Ancient Hopi Starlore
Science or Superstition (The Definitive Guide to the Doomsday Phenomenon)
The Path of Energy
Galactic Alignment
A Complete Guide to End-of-Time Predictions
Dreaming the Maya Fifth Sun

Maya Cosmogenesis 2012The True Meaning of the Maya Calendar EndDateSimon and Schuster
• Bestselling author Barbara Hand Clow examines legendary
cataclysms and shows how we are about to overcome the collective
fear they have instilled in us. • The long-awaited follow-up that
continues the revelations begun in The Pleiadian Agenda, which has
sold more than 60,000 copies. • Explains why, contrary to many
prophets of doom, we are actually on the cusp of an era of incredible
creative growth. The recent discovery of the remains of ancient
villages buried beneath the Black Sea is the latest instance of
mounting evidence that many of the "mythic" catastrophes of
history--the fall of Atlantis, the Biblical Flood--were actual events. In
Catastrophobia Barbara Hand Clow shows that a series of cataclysmic
disasters, caused by a massive disturbance in the Earth's crust 11,500
years ago, rocked the world and left humanity's collective psyche
permanently scarred. We are a wounded species, and this unprocessed
fear, passed from generation to generation, is responsible for our
constant expectations of apocalypse, from Y2K to the famed end of the
Mayan calendar in 2012. Catastrophobia reveals the insidious global
forces that have used these collective fears to control humanity for
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thousands of years. But we are in the midst of a tremendous shift in
the Earth's 26,000-year precessional cycle, and there is every
indication that the changes in consciousness over the last 30 years are
the beginnings of a collective healing from these deep fears, heralding
a new age where we will see that the era of cataclysms is ending and a
time of extraordinary creative activity is at hand.
The Truth Agenda explores some of the most famous unexplained
mysteries and global cover-ups of recent history. What is the truth
about UFOs, pyramids, religious apparitions, psychic phenomena,
visions of the future and ancient prophecies, and what is their
connection to famous conspiracy theories concerning the Moon
landings, 9/11, the New World Order, and claims that the planet is
secretly run by a powerful ruling elite? Leading mysteries researcher
Andy Thomas pulls the many threads together in an accessible,
stimulating and credible overview which suggests that our world may
be very different from the picture presented by the establishment. The
Truth Agenda shows how we can avoid control manipulations and help
to create a more positive future. Why do so many people believe in
conspiracy theories, and what is the evidence to support them? What
is the basis for the wide belief that we are now in a ‘New Era’ of
massive change and consciousness shift? Why is there such huge but
officially undeclared interest in paranormal phenomena from
authorities and religions? How does all this tie together and explain
the agendas of control and surveillance in the West, and what can we
do?
Challenges the scientific theories on the establishment of civilization
and technology • Contains 42 essays by 17 key thinkers in the fields of
alternative science and history, including Christopher Dunn, Frank
Joseph, Will Hart, Rand Flem-Ath, and Moira Timmes • Edited by
Atlantis Rising publisher, J. Douglas Kenyon In Forbidden History
writer and editor J. Douglas Kenyon has chosen 42 essays that have
appeared in the bimonthly journal Atlantis Rising to provide readers
with an overview of the core positions of key thinkers in the field of
ancient mysteries and alternative history. The 17 contributors include
among others, Rand Flem-Ath, Frank Joseph, Christopher Dunn, and
Will Hart, all of whom challenge the scientific establishment to
reexamine its underlying premises in understanding ancient
civilizations and open up to the possibility of meaningful debate
around alternative theories of humanity's true past. Each of the essays
builds upon the work of the other contributors. Kenyon has carefully
crafted his vision and selected writings in six areas: Darwinism Under
Fire, Earth Changes--Sudden or Gradual, Civilization's Greater
Antiquity, Ancestors from Space, Ancient High Tech, and The Search
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for Lost Origins. He explores the most current ideas in the Atlantis
debate, the origins of the Pyramids, and many other controversial
themes. The book serves as an excellent introduction to hitherto
suppressed and alternative accounts of history as contributors raise
questions about the origins of civilization and humanity,
catastrophism, and ancient technology. The collection also includes
several articles that introduce, compare, contrast, and complement
the theories of other notable authors in these fields, such as Zecharia
Sitchin, Paul LaViolette, John Michell, and John Anthony West.
2012 Universal Doom or New Age
The End of Time
Forbidden History
Will the World End in 2012?
Time of the Quickening
The Truth Agenda
Prophecies for the Coming Utopian Age
The Mysteries of the Great Cross of Hendaye
A guide to the expansion of consciousness possible during the Galactic Alignment of
2012 • Reveals the new era that will be ushered in as the current perception of time
collapses and spiritual perception expands • Explains the psycho-spiritual preparations
necessary to transition into this new era • Shows how the alignment of the sun with the
Galactic Center will allow humans to experience awareness normally reserved for
shamans, pharaohs, and sages This is an extraordinary time in the planet’s history. In
2012, for the first time in almost 26,000 years, our sun will be most closely aligned to the
Galactic Center. This Galactic Alignment, which began with the Harmonic Convergence
in 1987 and will conclude in 2023, presents a thirty-six-year window of opportunity for
humanity to participate in the creation of a new era of expanded consciousness.
Christine Page explains that, as the source of all creation, our galaxy is the Great
Mother and its center, her heart. Auspiciously aligning Earth with the heart of the Great
Mother, the Galactic Alignment heralds a rebirth of the divine feminine qualities of the
Triple Goddess--intuition, emotional creativity, and renewal. Drawing on alchemy and
mythology, Page details how to connect with and use the sacred spiritual tools
unlocked during the alignment to merge with the Great Mother, a spiritual
transformation that allows us to expand our awareness and experience ourselves as
eternal beings.
An illustrated, encyclopedic overview of the prophecies, calendars, and theories that
indicate the year 2012 is a threshold of great change for humanity • Looks at the
scientific and anthropological evidence for the rare galactic alignment due to occur in
December 2012 • Sifts through the catastrophic theories to show what we might really
expect in 2012 In December of 2012 the Mayan Calendar’s Great Cycle will come to an
end. Opinion remains divided as to whether apocalyptic scenarios of worldwide
destruction or utopian visions of a spiritually renewed humanity will prevail after this
key date has passed. What is certain, however, is that a rare galactic alignment will
occur, one so unique that it is found at the core of many wisdom traditions from around
the globe. Geoff Stray has been collecting the vast amounts of data relating to the 2012
phenomena since 1982. Far from confining his research to the Maya, who provide the
most prominent predictions indicating this date will herald significant changes for
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humanity, he has studied the prophetic traditions of other cultures--including the
Tibetan, Chinese, Jewish, Ethiopian, and tribal cultures from around the globe--to show
the kind of convergence of cosmic purposes happening along a number of parallel
tracks. This book offers an extensive study of many modern theories, including Terence
McKenna’s timewave zero and Maurice Cotterell’s sunspot research as well as
anomalous phenomena such as near death experiences and crop circles. Sifting
through all the scientific research and speculation that the year 2012 has inspired, Geoff
Stray provides an encyclopedic look at what we might really expect on this pivotal date.
A groundbreaking study that distinguishes the natural time of the cosmos from artificial
mechanistic time. • Reveals September 11 as the signal of the end of artificial time
according to the Law of Time. • Long awaited sequel to the author's bestselling book
The Mayan Factor. • Explains the Great Calendar Change of 2004 and its enormous
potential for the future of humanity. In Time and the Technosphere, José Argüelles
presents a groundbreaking study that distinguishes the natural time of the cosmos from
the artificial mechanistic time under which we currently live. Argüelles defines the
actual nature of time as the frequency of synchronization. Applying this Law of Time to
an understanding of the entire system of life on Earth, he shows that in order to not
destroy Earth's ability to sustain life, we must change our definition of time and adopt a
natural harmonic calendar based on the 13-moon 28-day cycle. Until the creation of the
Gregorian calendar and the 60-minute hour, most of humanity lived by the 28-day cycle
of natural time. The adoption of artificial time has subjected us to a 12:60 time
frequency that governs the entire global industrialized civilization--the technosphere.
With the collapse of the Twin Towers on September 11, a fissure was created in this
artificial technosphere, opening up the noosphere (Earth's mental envelope). Humanity
has a golden opportunity to leave the strife of the past and enter a time of peace by
adopting a harmonious natural calendar that will repair the damages caused by the
irregular tempo of technospheric time. Our last best chance to adopt this natural time
and step into the bright new future promised by the galactic shift of 2012 is the Great
Calendar Change of 2004, a new discovery based on the author's mathematical research
into the Mayan calendar first begun in his landmark work The Mayan Factor. In Time and
the Technosphere, Argüelles reveals the clear distinction between third-dimensional
astronomical time and the fourth-dimensional synchronic order of the Law of Time,
which holds enormous potential for the future of humanity.
21 December 2012 was believed to mark the end of the thirteenth B'ak'tun cycle in the
Long Count of the Mayan calendar. Many people believed this date to mark the end of
the world or, at the very least, a shift to a new form of global consciousness. Examining
how much of the phenomenon is based on the historical record and how much is
contemporary fiction, the book explores the landscape of the modern apocalyptic
imagination, the economics of the spiritual marketplace, the commodification of
countercultural values, and the cult of celebrity.
The Hidden Maya
2012 and the Galactic Center
The Martian Codex
Will They Return in 2012 A.D.?
Perspectives, Histories, Persistence
How Quantum Theory and Mayan Cosmology Explain the Origin and Evolution of Life
Return of the Children of Light
The Transformation of Consciousness According to Mayan, Egyptian, and Vedic
Traditions

THE MAYA BOOK OF LIFE: UNDERSTANDING THE XULTUN TAROT is the
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companion book to the Xultun Tarot Classic Edition. It
explores the archetypes and alchemy of the major arcana of
the Xultun Tarot through indigenous teachings and the
analytical psychology of C G Jung and casts new light on the
meaning of 2012. The Xultun Tarot was created by Peter Balin
in 1976 based on images from Maya history and culture. Taken
from a single painting, it is the only tarot deck where the
major arcana form a complete picture. This picture is a
symbolic image of the alchemical marriage of spirit and
matter and a map of what Jung called the individuation
process. Only 500 copies of the original Xultun Tarot were
ever printed. Now Kahurangi Press (xultun.com) has recreated
this classic, long out-of-print deck true to its original
large size and vibrant colours together with a book that
explains the profound symbolism of the cards. Michael Owen
is a clinical psychologist in private practice and author of
Jung and the Native American Moon Cycles. He lives in New
Zealand.
December 21, 2012. The Internet, bookshelves, and movie
theaters are full of prophecies, theories, and predictions
that this date marks the end of the world, or at least the
end of the world as we know it. Whether the end will result
from the magnetic realignment of the north and south poles,
bringing floods, earthquakes, death, and destruction; or
from the return of alien caretakers to enlighten or enslave
us; or from a global awakening, a sudden evolution of Homo
sapiens into non-corporeal beings - theories of great,
impending changes abound. In The End of Time, award-winning
astronomer and Maya researcher Anthony Aveni explores these
theories, explains their origins, and measures them
objectively against evidence unearthed by Maya
archaeologists, iconographers, and epigraphers. He probes
the latest information astronomers and earth scientists have
gathered on the likelihood of Armageddon and the oftproposed link between the Maya Long Count cycle and the
precession of the equinoxes. He then expands on these
prophecies to include the broader context of how other
cultures, ancient and modern, thought about the "end of
things" and speculates on why cataclysmic events in human
history have such a strong appeal within American pop
culture.
Will life on earth really come crashing to a halt on
December 21, 2012? Will solar storms trigger devastating
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earthquakes and volcanoes that obliterate humankind? Will a
large-scale science experiment go awry, destroying our
civilization? Is Earth on a collision course with an obscure
planet? Will any of these events herald the end of the
world? Dr. Raymond C. Hundley analyzes the predictions of
the ten most prominent apocalyptic theories in the 2012
doomsday movement. He investigates the claims of scientists,
theologians, mathematicians, technologists, and ancient
prophets along with the credibility and probability of each
theory. The 2012 predictions of the Mayan calendar are
considered alongside the parallel calculations of 16th
century astrologer Nostradamus. Dr. Hundley takes a close
look at the speculation originating everywhere, from
evangelical Christianity to secular academia. Will the World
End in 2012? Dr. Hundley’s conclusion may be what you least
expect. He challenges Christians to respond to these
predictions not with fear, but with hope and joy. For
believers and nonbelievers alike, Hundley’s logical
evaluation of Earth’s potential demise provides a
fascinating road map of where our civilization could be
heading and how we can prepare our hearts and minds for what
lies ahead.
The expanded companion book to the #1 documentary film about
2012! The 2012 meme has evolved beyond any debates about the
relevance of the Maya Long Count calendar to the lives of
contemporary human beings. 2012 is about us on planet Earth
at this time. December 21, 2012: will the world really
change forever on this date, the end of a 5,125-year
calendar last used over a thousand years ago? Certainly
Hollywood would like you to think so. Indeed, a not-so-small
industry has arisen around the date, hawking everything from
t-shirts to teleseminars. Clearing a path between fantasy
and reality, Alexandra Bruce surveys the entire 2012
landscape, asking questions such as: Is the Earth losing its
Mojo? How did 2012 come to mean "The End of Time"? Did
psychedelics facilitate the Maya "Cosmovision"? Should we
worry about Earth Crustal Displacement? What the hell is
"Planet X"? Uniquely amongst a vast array of 2012
literature, this book features interviews with the leading
experts—including Graham Hancock, John Major Jenkins, Daniel
Pinchbeck and many others—and insightful, detailed analysis
of the broad spectrum of opinion, debate, research and myth
regarding the most compelling "end times" prediction of the
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21st century.
2012, the Bible, and the End of the World
Catastrophobia
The 8 Calendars of the Maya
A Christian Guide to the Question Everyone's Asking
Spiritual Ascent at the End of Time
An Inquiry Into the Existence, Evidence, and Influence of
Ancient Visitors
The Order of Days
Alchemy and the End of Time
This is a stimulating and controversial book about the many signs that extra-terrestrial
gods have intervened in the evolution and civilization of man. Contrary to the
monotheistic and other-worldly theologies prevailing in the Judeo-Christian-Moslem
traditions, the author develops his radical theology based on historical records about
gods from many ancient cultures, including the Hebrews, Sumerians, Egyptians and
Mayans. Pervasive historical records say that many ancient gods from the sky have
descended to earth to bring divine kingship and civilization to man. They taught humans
about bronze, the wheel and writing. Anu, a high god of the Sumerians, lives on Nibiru,
a planet that approaches earth every 3600 years. Enki, the oldest son of Anu, taught
the Sumerians an advanced numerical system based on 60. Ahura-Mazda, the high
god of Zoroaster said he would return in 3000 years. The most prophetic of Native
American cultures is the Mayan, which predicted that the fifth age of Man started on
3114 BC and will end on 2012 AD. Their high god Kukulkan/Quetzalcoatl left a sign on
the famous Kukulkan Pyramid and Chichen-Itza, where the serpent gods descends to
earth twice a year.
This book is about the possibilities of transforming life from doing to being; the shift of
fear to courage, sadness to joy, anger to love, illness to wellness. The basics require
you to BE authentic to self, while learning that each person you meet is a mirror
reflecting an answer necessary to live life. A symptom can be simple, such as a cold, or
as complex as cancer. It is brought on as a message to self that you are no longer
living your life. Each symptom is related to a trapped emotional feeling stored in an
organ or gland. Low worth enables the emotional feeling to stay in the body, which
affects the Energy Field that surrounds us and thus no longer protects us. The Soul has
sent a message; first intuitively, second as an illness and finally as a disease. You have
the ability to heal naturally as you connect, resolve, forgive and clear the past to
become present. Let the Spirit (mind) be the wind beneath your wings, and choose the
Soul (heart) as your internal mapping system.
On December 17, 2008, NASA discovered an unexpected, thick layer of solar particles
inside Earth's magnetic field and concluded that the next period of high solar activity,
due to start in 2012, Earth will experience some of the worst solar storms and disasters
seen in decades... ... Even if the apocalypse doesn't occur in 2012, there are plenty of
another catastrophe ready to destroy Earth... ... The CERN Large Hadron Collider in
France, the largest and most advanced machine on the planet, would accidentally
create a black hole on Earth, and Soon it will grow out of control and eventually the
Earth would be sucked into that vacant infinity. .. .... The Earth is heading towards a
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large asteroid collision that would immediately vaporize all living things around the
world... Internet is flooded with warnings, web sites, survival techniques and suddenly
everybody started talking about the December 21, 2012, the day when our planet will
be destroyed as predicted and warned by several ancient civilizations and prophets. •
Are we actually going to die on December 21, 2012? • Did Mayans, Egyptians and
other ancient civilizations predict the same End? • What are the Major End Time
Theories? • Is it true that the Sun will be in the center of the Milky Way Galaxy in
December 2012 and cause a pole shift and massive destruction? • Are Planets Nibiru
and Hercolubus approaching Earth? • Are we heading towards a Global Doom? Since
the pre-historic times innumerable annihilistic disaster prophecies have existed in
diverse forms that announced almost certain destruction of our planet. Has that time
arrived? Nonfiction author Ashok K Sharma PhD, who for the first time interpreted
Nostradamus s predictions about India and penned the bestsellers like: The Complete
Prophecies of Nostradamus, World Famous Predictions, The Prophecies for the New
Millennium; And the Rare Predictions, analyzes every available cataclysmic disaster
prophecy scattered here & there. Grab this book to know what will be theoutcome of the
entire phenomenon? A nonfiction journey about the fears and phobias of modem
world...
It's the year 2011. According to the Mayan calendar, December 21, 2012, is the date for
the end of civilization on Earth. And with the world in political and environmental crisis
due to terrorism, war, and natural catastrophes, that date of doom seems more and
more plausible. Trend analyst Tyler Moore has already had a taste of earthly
devastation from the Southern California earthquake of 2010 that forced him to relocate
his company to Arizona. But when his old college roommate, the current U.S. vice
president, asks for his help in analyzing the credibility of the Mayan date, Tyler begins
to realize just how fragile a grip humanity has on the world. With the help of ancientcivilizations enthusiast Kate Ryan, Tyler plunges into a terrifying reality involving
cataclysmic prophecies and international panic-a reality that could quite literally mean
the end of the human race. www.authorjkscott.com
The 2012 Story
The Writing on the Wall for the Mainstream Western Religions: Volume II
Pyramid of Fire: The Lost Aztec Codex
The Myths, Fallacies, and Truth Behind the Most Intriguing Date in History
Shades of Truth
The Maya Book of Life
The Purposeful Universe
Apocalypse 2012
December 21st, 2012. Will it be the end of the world? A new dawn for human
civilization? Or are the predictions and prophecies all based on a series of
misinterpretations, coincidences, and elaborate hoaxes? In this illustrated and
comprehensive look at the science, history, legends, and recent discoveries
surrounding the end of the Mayan Long Count calendar, author Melissa Rossi
unravels fact from fiction in an effort to determine what's actually in store for
humanity. Featuring an introduction by scholar Bruce Scofield, this is an
invaluable handbook for anyone who has ever been fascinated by (or afraid of) the
mystery of 2012.
A personal exploration of the conjunction between ancient Mesoamerican
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prophesy and New Age higher consciousness. • Selected by the Independent
Publisher's Book Awards as one of the top two New Age books of the year. •
Explores ancient prophesies and their relevance in the contemporary world. The
Incan and Mayan cultures saw themselves as “children of light”--descended from
celestial realms--and their prophecies foretell a time of great spiritual awakening.
They prophesied a time when the gateways to higher consciousness would open
once again. That time is now. Award-winning author Judith Bluestone Polich
draws on her extensive research in quantum physics, archeoastronomy,
holography, cosmology, and pioneering studies of human consciousness to show
how science and contemporary thought are consistent with this ancient
knowledge. As the ancients predicted, the human god-seed is beginning to
awaken, and modern civilization is finally beginning to perceive human potential
in ways that the ancient cultures accepted as truth. Polich introduces techniques
for awakening our own human potential through dreaming, meditations, and the
power of sacred sites.
Presents an analysis of doomsday prophecies about 2012 while refuting common
myths and explaining what hysteria-based interpretations of the end of the Mayan
calendar reveal about today's world.
While researching the 2012 end-date of the Maya Calendar, John Major Jenkins
decoded the Maya's galactic cosmology. The Maya discovered that the periodic
alignment of the Sun with the center of the Milky Way galaxy is the formative
influence on human evolution. These alignments also define a series of World
Ages. The fourth age ends on December 21, 2012, when an epoch chapter in
human history will come to an end. Maya Cosmogenisis 2012 reveals the Maya's
insight into the cyclic nature of time, and prepares us for our own
cosmogenesis--the birth of a new world.
Incan and Mayan Prophecies for a New World
The Pleiadian Cycle and the Key to Destiny
The Truth Behind Earth Changes
Spiritual Turning Points of North American History
The Maya Mystery of 2012
A Novel of Maya Wisdom and the 2012 Shift in Consciousness
Beyond 2012: Catastrophe or Awakening?
Ancient Gods and Their Mysteries

For the Earth to move to the next vibration, says Richard Grossinger,
consciousness must change in profound ways, and these involve core elements
of humanity: evil, grief, bliss, and compassion. 2013 locates these elements in
often unlikely places and seeks their nature and capacity for change. With
playfulness and precision, 2013 tackles the questions of creation and existence
in their twenty-first-century incarnation. In these intellectual field notes, the
author s absorbing style combines memoir with scientific deconstruction,
metaphysical ontology, and experimental prose that recalls the Black Mountain
school to draw transcendental insight from the ephemeral space-time we call
daily life. Moving with equal ease between matters cosmic and earthly,
Grossinger details existence as an exhilarating adventure always pushing us
toward a higher state in this wide-ranging, humorous, and heartfelt book.
Including an informal course in psychic development, 2013 sheds light on the
ephemera of planets and iPods, politics and Zen, Buddy Holly and road trips in
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its study of the elements of psychic development that could transform
humankind and the Earth.
Identifying the Mayan World Tree with the central axis of the cosmos, the
author shows how evolution is not random • Shows how the evolution of the
universe emanates from the cosmic Tree of Life • Explains the origin and
evolution of biological life and consciousness and how this is directed Using
recent findings within cosmology, coupled with his broad understanding of the
Mayan Calendar, biologist Carl Johan Calleman offers a revolutionary and fully
developed alternative to Darwin s theory of biological evolution--and the
theory of randomness that holds sway over modern science. He shows how the
recently discovered central axis of the universe correlates with the Tree of Life
of the ancients. This provides an entirely new context for physics in general and
especially for the origin and evolution of life and suggests that we look upon
ourselves as parts of a hierarchy of systems that are all interrelated and evolve
in a synchronized way. Calleman s research demonstrates that life did not just
accidentally pop up on our planet, but that Earth was a place specifically
tagged for this. He demonstrates how the Mayan Calendar describes different
quantum states of the Tree of Life and presents a new explanation for the origin
and evolution of consciousness. Calleman uses his scientific background in
biology and cosmology to show that the idea of the Purposeful Universe is real.
He explains not only how DNA but also entire organisms have emerged in the
image of the Tree of Life, a theory that has wide-ranging consequences not only
for medicine but also for the origin of sacred geometry and the human soul.
With this new theory of biological evolution the divide between science and
religion disappears.
This work explains how Plains Indians used handsigns as symbols for
communication, and that the graphic signs derived from hand gestures played
an important role in the development of writing. The author deciphers Maya
inscriptions to reveal their hidden messages.
Orion dominates the winter sky, flanked by Taurus the Bull on one side and
Canis the Great Dog on the other-three key constellations for the Hopi and
prehistoric Pueblo People of the American Southwest. When these stars appear
in the entryway of the kiva roof, they synchronize the sacred rituals being
performed below. Here we see how a complex ceremonial cycle mirrors the
turning of the heavens. Stargates, UFOs, Indian Mothman, natural psychedelics,
cannibal giants, psychic archaeology, earth chakra lines, and the Hopi-Egyptian
connection-this book is packed with fascinating and little-known facts about one
of the most mysterious and secretive tribes on the North American continent.
You will come away with a deep appreciation of the way the Ancient Ones
viewed the world above. Chapters include: What is a Kiva?; Stargates in
Antiquity; New Mexico s Orion Kivas; Colorado s Orion Temple; Hopi Flying
Saucers; Arizona s Psychic Archaeology; Hopi Kachinas and Egyptian Stars;
2012 Supernova?; Book of Revelation and 2012; Indian Mothman and Sacred
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Datura; Tales of Giants and Cannibals; Chaco Canyon: Mirror of Sirius; Dog Stars
in the Land of Enchantment; The Chaco-Chakra Meridian; Seven Spiritual Cities
of Gold; Orion s Global Legacy; more.
Understanding the Xultun Tarot
2013
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